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ABSTRACT  

The achievement of future development goals in 5G is dependent on the implementation of ITU-published 

usage scenarios, enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB), massive Machine Type Communication (mMTC), 

and Ultra-reliable Low Latency Communication (URLLC). To support these usage scenarios, an efficient 

multiple access scheme must be implemented, as classical multiple access schemes used in previous 

generations will not. Non-orthogonal multiple access schemes are the answer to today's needs for high 

spectrum efficiency, low latency, accommodating a larger number of users, and providing justice to users 

who are far from the base station. This survey's condensed overview of various orthogonal and non-

orthogonal multiple access schemes is expected to assist researchers in developing new multiple access 

schemes for 5G and beyond. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

5G  Fifth Generation 

MA  Multiple Access 

NR  New Radio  

OFDM  Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing 

OFDMA  Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access  

CDMA  Code division Multiple Access 

NOMA  Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access   

eMBB   enhanced Mobile Broadband  

mMTC  massive Machine Type Communication  

URLLC  Ultra-reliable Low Latency Communication 

ITU  International Telecommunications Union  

SCMA  Sparse Code Multiple Access  

TDMA  Time Division Multiple Access 
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OMA   Orthogonal Multiple Access 

PD-NOMA     Power Domain Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access 

CD-NOMA   Code Domain Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access 

LDS-CDMA     Low density spreading code division multiple access   

LDS-OFDM   Low density spreading Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing  

MUSA     Multiuser Shared Access 

SAMA   Sparse Code Multiple Access 

PSMA   Power Domain Sparse Code Multiple Access 

FDMA   Frequency Division Multiple Access 

TDMA   Time Division Multiple Access 

MC-DS-CDMA  Direct-Sequence Code-Division Multiple Access 

MT – CDMA    Multitone CDMA 

RU      Resource Unit 

MAI   Multi Access Interference 

ICI   Inter-carrier Interference 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Achieving the objectives of future development in 5G, depends on implementation of usage scenarios 

published by ITU, enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB), massive Machine Type Communication 

(mMTC) and Ultra-reliable Low Latency Communication (URLLC). Classical multiple access schemes 

used in earlier generations will not support these use cases so an efficient multiple access scheme to be 

chosen or new multiple access scheme to be developed. Non orthogonal multiple access scheme (NOMA) 

is recommended to be used for 5G. In this paper condensed survey on different multiple access schemes 

of NOMA are presented. Since NOMA is combination of orthogonal frequency division multiple access 

(OFDMA) and code division multiple access (CDMA) so brief of Orthogonal multiple access (OMA) is 

presented first. Following figure fig.1, shows different existing multiple access schemes are shown and 

will be presented in following sections. 

This paper is organized as follows. Second section will present background of OFDMA and CDMA, 

section 3 will detail about different NOMA schemes available. Section four will conclude our paper. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Orthogonal Multiple Access 

Orthogonal multiple access (OMA) techniques harmonize the access of multiple users to the network, thus 

preventing the collision of transmissions from different users. Preserving the orthogonality between 

 
 

Fig.1. Existing Multiple Access Schemes [1] 
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transmissions can be achieved in the frequency domain MA, time domain MA, and code domain MA 

techniques that have been used in 2G and 3G. A more robust technique, known as orthogonal frequency 

division MA, combines time and frequency domains and has been incorporated to LTE (Long Term 

Evolution). For 5G New Radio, the adoption of Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM)-

based MA implies significant differences related, among others, to the fact that NR supports different 

numerologies according to the selected subcarrier spacing [13], described in next section. 

 

A Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA)  

The most successful technique used in 4G and recommended for 5G. OFDM is an effective way to achieve 

high data rates and OFDMA is a further enhancement to OFDM in which multiple devices share the same 

wireless channel. OFDMA is now used in 5G and the latest wifi - 6 standard IEEE 802.11ax uses OFDMA 

for both uplink and downlink data transmission and is also compatible with earlier wifi versions. 2.4GHZ 

and 5GHZ unlicensed bands are used in wifi - 6 and according to FCC announcement 1200MHZ 

unlicensed spectrum is available in 6GHZ band and this new band is called wifi - 6E. Adding high speed 

1024 QAM modulation to wifi – 6, improved channel efficiency and maximized capacity through 

OFDMA. 

 

A Wifi network has one Access Point (AP), serving multiple client devices. In OFDM, the channel is 

shared by multiple devices, one device transmitting in given time slot. The CSMA protocol minimises and 

manages collisions in the channel. It is used by each device to sense the channel, whether its freely 

available, then the device transmits the data assuming that no other device is transmitting at the same time. 

After the data transmission, the device waits for an acknowledgement to know that the data packet has 

been received, otherwise it will repeat the transmission. The disadvantage of this system is that when 

congested, more collisions occur, resulting in poor network performance and each device uses all the 

bandwidth whether it needs it or not. OFDMA overcomes these problems. OFDMA provides dynamic 

allocation of channel bandwidth to multiple users.  

 

Table 1 Comparison of   last 3 generations of wifi  

 
 

Channels are divided into sub-channels called Resource Units (RU). Resource Unit (RU) is a unit 

in OFDMA terminology used in 802.11ax WLAN to denote a group of 78.125 kHz 

bandwidth subcarriers (tones) used in both DownLink (DL) and UpLink (UL) transmissions. In each time 

slot the access point allocates resource units to individual devices according to their bandwidth needs. 

This process is dynamic, meaning that different resource units are allocated to devices in each time slot. 

https://www.ijfmr.com/
https://www.eeworldonline.com/solving-test-and-deployment-challenges-for-802-11ax/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OFDMA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/802.11ax
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wireless_LAN
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Subcarriers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Downlink
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telecommunications_link
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As RUs are allocated on uplink and downlink. On the downlink, AP transmits over the entire channel and 

client devices know which RUs are assigned to them. On the uplink, all client devices transmit 

simultaneously over  their assigned RUs. 

 

 
Fig.2. OFDM usage of Bandwidth by different Channels in wifi  

 

 
Fig.2. OFDMA provides multiple devices using channel simultaneously. 

 

 
Fig.3. OFDMA Sub-carriers in RU, Bandwidth and users 

 

 

OFDMA Transmitter and Receiver System: Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access 

(OFDMA) is a multi-user version of the digital modulation scheme Orthogonal Frequency-Division 

Multiplexing (OFDM). OFDM is a modulation technique that employs a large number of closely spaced 

sub-carriers modulated with low-rate data. The key principle in OFDM is the use of orthogonal subcarriers 

to send multiple data symbols in parallel, resulting in improved spectral efficiency and simpler 

equalization methods at the receiver. The samples of the transmitted OFDM signal are obtained by 

performing an IFFT operation on the group of data symbols to be sent on orthogonal subcarriers. The data 

symbols are recovered from the orthogonal sub-carriers by performing a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) 

operation on a block of received samples. As a result, the wideband wireless radio channel with frequency-

selective fading is converted into a set of narrowband channels (subcarriers) with flat fading. Each data 

symbol is then sent on a single subcarrier, making it resistant to multipath propagation. These carrier 

signals would normally be expected to interfere with each other, but by making the subcarriers orthogonal 

to each other, mutual interference is avoided. This is accomplished by making the carrier spacing equal to 

the symbol period's reciprocal. OFDMA functions similarly to OFDM, with the main difference being that 
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instead of allocating all available subcarriers to each user, the base station allocates a subset of carriers to 

each user in order to accommodate multiple transmissions at the same time. Because it assigns users to 

subcarriers, subcarrier mapping is critical in implementing OFDMA [44]. 

 

 
Fig.4 OFDMA System [44] 

  

B Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA)  

CDMA is a channel access method used in 3G radio communications and its more advanced versions built 

are cdmaOne, CDMA2000, and WCDMA. Groups of users shared the same code. Many codes occupy the 

same channel, but only those with the same code can communicate. CDMA is based on spread spectrum 

technique. The main feature is that each channel uses the entire bandwidth. Individual conversations are 

encoded with pseudo random bit sequence and then transmitted over a wider range of frequencies. It 

provides better capacity over conventional access techniques TDMA and FDMA for voice and data 

communications and allows more subscribers to connect at any given time. The ITU defined the standards 

IMT 2000 defined the standards for accessing voice, data, Internet, and multimedia services anytime and 

anywhere, and formed the basis for third generation (3G) wireless systems. 

Key features of IMT 2000 are specified below. [2] 

-  high degree of commonality of design worldwide 

- compatibility of services within IMT-2000 and with the fixed networks  

- high quality 

- small terminal for worldwide use 

- worldwide roaming capability 

- capability for multimedia applications and a wide range of services and terminals. 

CDMA allows up to 61 concurrent users in a 1.2288 MHz channel by processing each voice packet with 

two PN codes. There are 64 Walsh codes available to distinguish between calls and theoretical limits. 

Operational constraints and quality issues will reduce the maximum number of calls somewhat below this 

value. The band used in CDMA ranges from   824 MHz to 894 MHz (50 MHz + 20 MHz separation). 1.25 

MHz of the FDMA channel is divided into 64 code channels. Since CDMA is a spread spectrum technique. 

Each data bit is spread by a code sequence. This means, that the energy per bit is also increased. The gain 

is calculated as follows. 

P (gain) = 10log (W/R) 

W is Spread Rate 

R is Data Rate 

CDMA has 100% frequency reuse. Using the same frequency in the surrounding cells causes additional 

interference. 

The RAKE receiver is used in CDMA-based (Code Division Multiple Access) systems and can combine 

multipath components, that are time-delayed versions of the original signal transmission. The combination 

is performed   to improve the signal to noise ratio at the receiver. [6] 
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CDMA – Spread Spectrum Technique: In this technique many users can use the same bandwidth 

simultaneously without interfering with each other. The transmitted signal bandwidth is greater than the 

minimum information bandwidth, required to successfully transmit the signal. There are two types of 

spread spectrum techniques: Direct Sequence and Frequency Hopping. Direct Sequence is adopted by 

CDMA and is the focus here. Direct Sequence Code Division Multiple Access (DS-CDMA) is a technique 

for multiplexing users by different codes. In this technique, the same bandwidth is used by different users. 

Each user is assigned its own spreading code. These code sets are divided into two classes − Orthogonal 

Codes and Non-Orthogonal Codes. Walsh code belongs to the category of orthogonal codes and PN, Gold 

belong to non-orthogonal codes [6]. DS-CDMA is further elaborated as follows. 

 

DS-CDMA: The signal, which has a spread spectrum, can only be demodulated by a code used for 

transmission. In this way, each user's transmission signal can be identified by the separate code when it 

receives the signal. In synchronous CDMA system orthogonal codes (Walsh codes) are used, it is called 

synchronous DS-CDMA and in asynchronous CDMA system PN or Gold codes are used, it is called 

asynchronous DS-CDMA. Synchronous DS CDMA is used for Point to Multi-point Systems. For 

example, forward link/downlink (base station to mobile station) in cell phones. In asynchronous DS 

CDMA system, unlike the signal from base station, the signal from mobile station to base station, that is 

reverse link/uplink, becomes asynchronous system and orthogonal codes have poor cross correlation and 

mutual interference increases, but other codes like PN code or Gold code or Kasami codes are used. [6].  

 

DS-CDMA Transmitter and Receiver: 

 
CDMA signal 

Fig.5. Block diagram of multiple user CDMA transmitters 
 

 
Fig.6. Block diagram of multiple user CDMA receivers 
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Three types of multiple access techniques based on OFDMA have been proposed: Multi Carrier CDMA 

(MC-CDMA) also known as OFDM/CDMA, multi carrier DS – CDMA (MC DS - CDMA) and multi 

tone CDMA (MT CDMA) [4]. Previously MC-CDMA was used to describe 0the variant in which 

spreading is performed in the frequency-domain only. CDMA, which spreads a given symbol in the time 

domain was called multicarrier direct-sequence code-division multiple access (MC-DS-CDMA). In Multi-

Tone CDMA (MT-CDMA), signal spreading is performed on the OFDM signal. Finally, Spread-Spectrum 

Multicarrier Multiple Access (SS-MC-MA) refers to a multiple access method in which different user 

signals are transmitted on different carriers, and code-division multiplexing (CDM) is used on each carrier. 

[5] 

 

MC - CDMA: In the MC-CDMA technique, the original data stream is first multiplied by the spreading 

sequence and then modulated onto the orthogonal carriers, as shown in Figure 7: Since the chips belonging 

to the same symbol are modulated onto different carriers, the spreading occurs in the frequency domain 

[7], [8], [10].  

Fig. 9 shows the MC-CDMA receiver of the scheme, assuming that the jth user receives. In fig. 9, MC-

CDMA receiver also receives the transmitted signal as a sum of j users. It first demodulates the received 

signal and then dispread the signals using the specific codes given by the receiver code generator. Again, 

the code for jth user must be same in both the transmitter and the receiver. Next, a low pass filter restricts 

the high frequency portion of the signal. Finally, the P/S converter outputs the actual digital data signal. 

Since each chip is given different orthogonal frequency, this system can support more users with better 

performance compared to DS-CDMA and MT-CDMA. Multi Access Interference (MAI) and Inter-carrier 

Interference (ICI) can be minimized by using orthogonal code and orthogonal sub-carriers, respectively. 

In accumulation, the system provides non-frequency selective fading channel [7], [8], [9].  

 
Fig.7.   MC-CDMA transmitter [10] 

 

 
Fig.8.   Power Spectrum of transmitted signal [8] 

 

∑ 
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Fig.9.   MC-CDMA receiver [7] 

 

MC - DS - CDMA: In the MC-DS-CDMA technique, the serial to-parallel converted data stream is 

multiplied by the spreading sequence and then the chips belonging to the same symbol modulate the same 

carrier, as shown in Figure 10. The spreading occurs in the time domain. MC-DS-CDMA receivers, 

usually, consisting of a set of normal coherent (non-Rake) receivers, since it is crucial to have frequency 

non-selective fading over each sub carrier so with no forward error correction (FEC) among subcarriers 

and this scheme does not achieve frequency diversity gain [3]. 

 
Fig.10   MC-DS-CDMA transmitter [10] 

 

 
Fig.11.   Power Spectrum of transmitted signal 

 

∑ 
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Fig.12.   MC-DS-CDMA receiver [7] 

 

MT – CDMA: In general, the number of subcarriers is equal to the length of the spreading code in MC-

CDMA, multicarrier DS-CDMA schemes, while MT-CDMA system uses much fewer subcarriers than 

the length of the spreading code. This strategy simplifies the receiver structure. On the other hand, after 

spreading the spectrum, each subcarrier no longer satisfies the orthogonality condition, even without 

multipath propagation and Doppler frequency shift, and consequently the inter-subcarrier interference is 

introduced. Operation of MT – CDMA transmitter and receiver is presented here. 

 

MT – CDMA Transmitter: Fig.14, is the transmitter of the jth user in the MT-CDMA scheme, assuming 

jth user is transmitting. In this figure, the MT-CDMA transmitter spreads the serial to parallel (S/P) 

converted data streams using a specific spreading code in the time domain. The Code Generator generate 

unique codes for each user. It then, it modulates the data signal using various sub-carriers. The modulation 

technique here is Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK) and the sub-carriers are spawned by the 

transmitter frequency generator. The MT-CDMA scheme uses longer spreading codes relative to the 

number of sub carrier (Nc= number of sub carriers), as compared to normal (single carrier) DS-CDMA 

scheme. Consecutively each two chips are given separate subcarriers in this analysis (shown in fig.12). 

Then a Combiner merges the modulated signals, and a CDMA antenna transmits the signals over wireless 

media. The Power spectrum is shown in figure 13. 

  

MT – CDMA Receiver: Fig. 14 is the receiver of the jth user in the MT-CDMA scheme, assuming that 

jth user is receiving. In this figure, the MT-CDMA receiver receives the transmitted signal as a sum of j 

users. First, the CDMA antenna receives the signals. Then, the demodulator demodulates the received 

signals with a Nc number of sub-carriers. After that, the data signal is routed with GMT number of rake 

combiners. The rake combiners acquire the signals in the time domain. The Rake combiner checks the 

data signals according to Tc, 2Tc….GMT Tc and selects suitable paths for data signals. The Rake 

Combiner Block contains a code generator (shown in fig. 14). The code generator generates specific code 

for jth user for dispreading. The code is same as it was given by the transmitter code generator. Otherwise 

the original user’s digital data signal cannot be retrieved. The Rake Combiner Block also has low pass 

filters as shown in fig. 14, that limit the high frequency portion of the data signal. It also has GMT number 
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of integrators to minimize the multi-access interference (MAI) term using the cross-correlation 

characteristic. Afterward a P/S converter provides the original digital data for the jth user. 

 

Since each consecutive two chips are given different sub-carrier, the effect of frequency selective multi-

path fading in MT-CDMA is less compared to in DS-CDMA, but some still remains. Therefore, the system 

can accommodate more users than the DS-CDMA scheme. The MT-CDMA scheme suffers from inter-

carrier interference (ICI), while the ability to use longer spreading codes results in the reduction of the ISI 

(inter-symbol interference) and MAI (multi-access interference), as compared to the spreading codes 

assigned to a normal DS-CDMA scheme. MT-CDMA is found the most secure communication system 

among the other systems as it modulates different sub-carriers onto specific number of chips at both 

transmitter and receiver.  

Security can be maintained by making undisclosed of the order of modulated chips. Then, that secret order 

of activating group chips can then only be maintained by the proper destination receiver [7]. 

 

 
Fig.13.   MT-CDMA transmitter [7] 

 

 
Fig.14.   MT-CDMA Power Spectrum [3] 

 

 
Fig.15.   MT-CDMA receiver [7]  
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3. Non-Orthogonal Multiple Access 

One of the most promising radio access techniques for next-generation wireless communications is non-

orthogonal multiple access (NOMA). In comparison to the current standard orthogonal multiple access 

(OMA) technique, orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA), NOMA offers a number of 

desirable potential advantages, including improved spectrum efficiency, lower latency with high 

reliability, and massive connectivity. The basic idea behind NOMA is to provide the same resource to 

multiple users in terms of time, frequency, and space [18]. In conventional 4G networks, information for 

each user is assigned to a subset of subcarriers using OFDMA. In NOMA, on the other hand, each user 

can use all of the subcarriers, and this applies to both downlink and uplink transmission [44]. 

 

 
Fig.16 Spectrum sharing in OFDMA and NOMA for two users [44] 

 

NOMA intentionally introduces intercell and/or intracell interference on the transmitter side, allowing it 

to use non-orthogonal transmission. The successive interference cancellation technique (SIC) is used on 

the receiver side to decode the desired signal [14]. The following section goes into detail about downlink 

and uplink transmission in a NOMA network. 

 

Downlink NOMA network: The BS transmits the combined signal, which is a superposition of the 

desired signals of multiple users with different allocated power coefficients, to all mobile users on the 

transmitter side of the downlink NOMA network. The SIC process is assumed to be performed 

sequentially at each user's receiver until the user's signal is recovered. Users' power coefficients are 

assigned in an inversely proportional manner based on their channel conditions. The user with a poor 

channel condition receives more transmission power than the user with a good channel condition. As a 

result, because the user with the highest transmission power regards the signals of other users as noise, it 

recovers its signal without performing any SIC process. Other users, on the other hand, must carry out SIC 

processes. However, other users need to perform SIC processes. In SIC, each user's receiver detects signals 

that are stronger than the user's desired signal first. Following that, those signals are subtracted from the 

received signal, and the process is repeated until the related user's own signal is determined. Finally, each 

user decodes its own signal by treating lower power coefficient users as noise [45], [46]. 

 

 
Fig.16 Downlink NOMA Network [46] 
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Uplink NOMA network: Each mobile user transmits its signal to the BS in an uplink NOMA network. 

SIC iterations are performed at the BS in order to detect mobile user signals. The BS transmits power 

allocation coefficients to mobile users by assuming that the downlink and uplink channels are reciprocal 

[46]. 

 
Fig.17 UPLINK NOMA Network [46] 

 

Energy harvesting NOMA system for downlink and uplink presented in [47] where authors demonstrated 

bases station can serve more number of users at downlink and their energy harvesting protocol benefit 

both downlink and uplink in wireless system. 

NOMA techniques are classified into two types: power-domain NOMA and code-domain NOMA. The 

code-domain NOMA can be further subdivided into various multiple access techniques based on low-

density spreading and sparse code multiple access, as shown in Figure.1. Other closely related multiple 

access methods in this context are Interleave division multiple access (IDMA), Lattice-Partition Multiple 

Access (LPMA) and Pattern-Division Multiple Access will also be discussed. 

 

Power Domain NOMA: PD-NOMA provides flexibility in radio resources to improve user access 

performance. Multiple users share the same radio resources in PD-NOMA, which can achieve better 

spectrum efficiency [17]. Power domain technology is used in the PD-NOMA multiplexing technique. 

The PD-NOMA system with a SIC computing unit is shown in Figure 15. User Equipment (UE) is 

uniformly distributed in every cell. The base station (BS) performs downlink transmission for numerous 

users simultaneously using the varying transmission powers of multiple users in each sub-band. By 

applying the Proportional Fair (PF) scheduling technique at BS in the PD-NOMA system, multiple 

individual users can be scheduled for the same sub-band at the same time. First, BS chooses a group of 

users known as "NOMA candidate user sets," with a maximum number of users of Nmax. The number of 

feasible user combinations within a single cell is used to build the selected user set. Second, BS uses a 

power allocation scheme to allocate transmission power to each user set. The power allocation ratio is 

used to estimate the scheduling metric for the corresponding user set. Third, the planner determines which 

user groups in each sub-band are eligible for data transmission using the maximum scheduling metric. 

Finally, the scheduler estimates the equivalent signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratios (SINRs) for each 

individual scheduled user for each allocated sub-band. The SNR for each user is determined by the Coding 

and Modulation Scheme (CMS). Advantage of Power domain NOMA is that it also supports existing 

OMA systems, such as TDMA and FDMA, are also supported by NOMA; existing wireless networks can 

be easily adopted [36]. The disadvantage of this system is that if a user error occurs due to SIC, the 

decoding of the user's information will be incorrect. 
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Fig.18.   PD – NOMA system with SIC [14] 

 

Code Domain NOMA: In traditional CDMA, users can share a common channel at the same time. 

Separating users is accomplished by assigning codes or spreading signatures to each individual user. 

However, as a result of this channel sharing, ISI is unavoidable in CDMA-based systems. This limitation 

is mitigated by CD-NOMA, which employs spreading codes with low density signatures (LDS) and 

interleave sequences [19]. Some of the CD – NOMA categories are discussed here. 

 

Low Density Spreading CDMA (LDS – CDMA): A sparse spreading sequence is used instead of dense 

spreading as in conventional CDMA to reduce interference among multiple users and achieve overloading, 

resulting in improved system performance compared to CDMA. Figure 19 depicts the Uplink LDS-CDMA 

system model.  

 
Fig.19 Uplink LDS-CDMA [21] 

 

The benefits of LDS-CDMA are as follows: A higher chip-level Signal to Interference-plus-Noise Ratio 

(SINR) could be achieved, resulting in a more accurate detection process. Because a user will have a 

relatively small number of interferers at each received chip, the search-space should be smaller and, as a 

result, more affordable detection techniques can be used, and each user will see an interference coming 

from different users at different chips, resulting in interference diversity by avoiding strong interferers 

from corrupting all of a user's chips. [20], [21]. 
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Fig.20 Structure of LDS-CDMA and conventional CDMA. [21] 

          

CDMA. Let dv and dc represent the number of chips over which a single user will spread its data and the 

maximum number of users that are allowed to interfere within a single chip, respectively. The new 

spreading sequences will have a maximum of dv non-zero values and Ldv zero values for each user. Each 

user will experience interference from dc 1 users at each chip. The interference level in LDS-CDMA varies 

depending on the chip. In conventional CDMA, each user is spread across all L chips, so each user sees 

interference from K 1 users. The LDS structure enables the use of near-optimal chip-level Multi User 

Detection (MUD) based on the Message Passing Algorithm (MPA) [21]. 

In our study, we discovered that LDS-CDMA has the disadvantage of high multiuser detection complexity 

and does not fully exploit channel state information, and researchers are working to address this issue. For 

example, in [37], authors proposed a novel low-complexity multiuser detection scheme based on dynamic 

factor graph. 

 

Low-Density Spreading OFDM (LDS – OFDM): It is a hybrid of LDS-CDMA and OFDM, with the 

chips acting as subcarriers of OFDM to combat multipath fading. The transmitted symbols in LDS-OFDM 

are first mapped to specific LDS sequences before being transmitted on different OFDM subcarriers. The 

number of symbols can be greater than the number of subcarriers, allowing for overloading to improve 

spectral efficiency. MPA is also employed in LDS-OFDM [22]. Despite being an efficient multiple access 

technique, high Peak to Average Power Ratio (PAPR) is a significant impediment to multicarrier 

communication systems. To address this issue, the authors [38] proposed two methods for PAPR 

reduction: Newman phases and DFT pre-coding. 
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Fig.21 LDS-OFDM [20] 

 

Multi User Shared Access (MUSA): It employs good spreading sequences as well as an advanced SIC 

(Successive Interference Cancelation) mechanism. Each user's data is spread by special short length 

spreading sequences, and user data is overlapped and transmitted. At the receiver, advanced SIC receivers 

demodulate and recover the data. Unlike in 4G, where orthogonal methods are used to distinguish users at 

different times, sub-carriers, or spaces to avoid overlapping, MUSA assigns a different spreading sequence 

for each user, which is non orthogonal, and these users are assigned at the same time, sub-carrier, or space. 

Unlike 4G, which sacrifices the capacity of the remote user from the base station, MUSA ensures greater 

system capacity and maintains balance among all users [23].  

 

 
Fig.22 MUSA Operation [23] 

 

Non-binary complex spreading codes are used to support higher user overloading factors and to provide 

free transmission. Allowing free access reduces signaling overhead, transmission latency, and device 

power consumption [23], [24]. Because MUSA reduces device power consumption, it is recommended 

for uplink transmission [40]. MUSA employs a receiver based on successive interference cancelation 

(SIC). When there is a SINR difference between the received signals, it works well. When the difference 

is small, however, there will be some performance loss due to error propagation. While there is an inherent 

SINR difference in mMTC due to free power control, it is not a major issue for MUSA signal detection. 

Because the SINR difference is small, it can be resolved by employing a more sophisticated receiver, such 

as a joint detection and decoding scheme [41]. The authors clarified that MUSA has the best channel 

capacity due to non-zero code spreading, and that the benefits of MUSA are most strongly demonstrated 

in scenarios of high SNR and many-user transmission. As a result, MUSA is suitable for 5G mMTC [39].  

 

Successive Interference Cancellation Aided Multiple Access (SAMA): A SAMA scheme is presented 

[25], which is based on the joint design of the system signature matrix and the SIC-based iterative 

message-passing algorithm. The symbols of the different users are of judiciously designed diversity orders 

in the frequency domain in this scheme, which can be effectively exploited by the successive interference 

cancelation based iterative message-passing algorithm to cancel multi-user interference as well as obtain 

diversity gain. The authors demonstrated that NOMA based on SAMA with a message passing algorithm 
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achieves better performance while requiring less computational complexity. If we take K as the number 

of users and N as the number of resource elements, and K is set to K = 2N – 1 That is, the system will 

invariably be overloaded [26]. The factor graph [25] is shown here for K = 7 and N = 3. 

 

 
Fig.23 Factor graph for K = 7 and N = 3 

 

Sparse Code Multiple Access (SCMA): Sparse Code Multiple Access (SCMA) is a scheme that is 

commonly recommended for 5G networks and is a popular research topic among researchers. 

Sparse code multiple access (SCMA) technique is based on sparse structure codebooks, and SCMA system 

consists of two parts: SCMA encoder and SCMA decoder. A SCMA encoder is a mapping from log2(M) 

bits to a K-dimensional codeword of size M chosen from a predefined codebook. K orthogonal tones, such 

as OFDMA subcarriers, correspond to K dimensions. A K-dimensional codeword is a vector with N K 

nonzero entries. Users are unable to transmit data over the subcarriers represented by the remaining N K 

zero entries. In theory, each user can be assigned to more than one codebook, and each codebook can be 

used by multiple users. 

Figure 24 depicts an SCMA encoder with six layered codebooks (variable nodes) and four subcarriers 

(function nodes). Each row represents a dimension, and each column represents a four-dimensional 

codeword. The constellation size in each codebook is four, which means that four different codewords can 

be selected. In the codebooks, white entries represent zero elements and colored entries represent non-

zero elements. In Codebook 1, for example, the entries in the first row are colored, while the entries in the 

third row are white, indicating that the first dimension is non-zero and the third dimension is zero. Each 

codebook contains two non-zero dimensions with colored lattice. The signal received in the base station 

in an AWGN channel is a superposition of the codewords chosen from the codebooks. The design of the 

codebook is the most important aspect of the SCMA encoder. 

SCMA code is designed in three stages. 1) The Mapping Matrix determines the number of layers 

interfering at each subcarrier, indicating the complexity of Message Passing Algorithm (MPA) detection. 

2) Design of Constellation Points and Multi-dimensional Mother Constellation 3) Constellation Function 

Operator, which includes operators such as complex conjugate, phase rotation, and dimensional 

permutation, aims to create distinct codebooks for collision layers. SCMA decoders typically use MPA 

detection or a better version of MPA detection. The conventional MPA detection process consists of three 

steps: 1) Initialize the conditional probability. 2) Iterative message passing through variable nodes and 

function nodes. 3) Log-Likelihood-Rate (LLR) calculation [27]. Authors in [43] presented, number of 

promising directions associated with SCMA for faster, more reliable, and more efficient multiple access 

in future 6G communication networks. 
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Fig.24 SCMA Encoder [27] 

 

Power Domain Sparse Code Multiple Access (PSMA): The basic idea behind PSMA is to use SCMA's 

ability to remove inference using MPA while allowing users to use the codebooks non-exclusively, i.e., 

each codebook is assigned to more than one user. After applying the MPA, the SIC method is used to 

remove the interference caused by non-exclusive use of the codebooks [28]. The authors proposed the 

PSMA system, which assumes that each codebook can be assigned to more than one user in a BS at the 

same time. Using the SC method, each codebook is assigned to more than one user using this new 

approach. MPA and SIC are used on the receiver side to detect user signals. According to the PSMA 

approach, each user can detect and remove the signals of users with lower average channel gain by using 

MPA and SIC, while the signals of users with higher average channel gain are considered noise [28]. 

 

 
Fig.25 PSMA based System [28] 

 

4. Other multiple Access methods 

Other multiple access methods closely related to NOMA are Interleave division multiple access 

(IDMA), Lattice-Partition Multiple Access (LPMA)  and Pattern-Division Multiple (PDMA, will be 

briefly discussed here. 

 

Interleave division multiple access (IDMA): It’s a potential candidate in the code domain NOMA. It 

can be thought of as a subset of code division multiple access direct sequences. Instead of code division 

multiple access, specific sequences are not used to distinguish users in IDMA. Instead, the entire 

bandwidth is dedicated to forwarding error correction code, resulting in a lower code rate than code 

division multiple access systems. Furthermore, user-specific interleavers are used as a distinct feature in 

IDMA to separate users [36]. 

 

IDMA Transmitter and Receiver Structure:  

The upper half of Fig. 22 depicts the transmitter structure of the multiple access scheme under 

consideration with K concurrent users. The user-k input data sequence dk is encoded using a low-rate code 

C, resulting in a coded sequence ck [ck(1),..., ck(j),..., ck(J)]T, where J is the frame length. Coded bits are 
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the elements in ck. Then, using an interleaver k, ck is permutated, yielding xk [xk(1),...,xk(j),...,xk(J)]T. xk's 

elements are referred to as "chips" in accordance with the CDMA convention. Users are identified solely 

by their interleavers, thus the name interleave-division multiple-access (IDMA). A suboptimal receiver 

structure, as shown in Fig. 22, is used, consisting of an elementary signal estimator (ESE) and K single 

user a posteriori probability (APP) decoder (DECs) [42]. 

 

 
Fig.26 IDMA Transmitter and Receiver [42] 

 

Lattice-Partition Multiple Access (LPMA): In scenarios where users have similar channel conditions, 

the performance gain of NOMA over OMA may be reduced. To address this issue, the authors [32] 

proposed lattice partition multiple access, a new downlink superposition transmission scheme based on 

multilevel lattice codes (LPMA). LPMA takes advantage of the structural property of lattice codes to 

harness user co-channel interference. LPMA can multiplex users by assigning them different lattice 

partitions which are isomorphic to the same finite field. 

The BS encodes multiuser signals into different lattice code levels, and each UE extracts their desired 

signal via a modulo lattice operation and SIC/PIC (successive interference cancellation/parallel 

interference cancellation) decoding [32]. The advantage of LPMA is that it can avoid the PD-NOMA 

impediment. LPMA requires more encoding and decoding complexity than PD NOMA [33]. 

 
Fig.27   Lattice-Partition Multiple Access (LPMA) [33] 
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Pattern Division Multiple Access (PDMA): Pattern Division Multiple Access (PDMA): PDMA 

evolved from SAMA and employs successive interference cancellation (SIC) detection in the receiver. 

A joint transmitter-receiver design is a good solution to the SIC error propagation problem. This is the 

key feature of the PDMA scheme, which includes a joint transmitter and receiver design that enables 

low-complexity successive interference cancellation (SIC)-based multi-user detection with significantly 

improved performance over traditional OMA schemes. It has been demonstrated and proven by authors, 

that PDMA is a promising multiple access technology for 5G, with low signaling overhead, low latency, 

and massive connectivity support. The PDMA scheme's design philosophy is that user signals are wisely 

allocated in a specific physical resource space (frequency, code, or spatial domain) at the transmitter, 

which can then be effectively used to improve the performance of SIC-based detectors at the receiver. 

More specifically, different users' data should exhibit appropriate diversity disparity at the symbol level 

and power disparity at the physical resource element level. Such disparities are expected to introduce a 

convergence-amenable property that the SIC-based detector can fully exploit in eliminating multi-user 

interference as well as retrieving transmit diversity at the receiver [34]. 

 

PDMA based Transmitter Receiver system for Uplink: At the transmitting end, the system completes 

signal processing by using multiple user data forward error correction channel coding, PDMA code 

modulation, PDMA subcarrier resource mapping, and OFDM modulation. At the receiving end, the base 

station performs the inverse process, in which the system obtains the transmitting data of each terminal 

via OFDM demodulation and general SIC type detection such as belief propagation iterative detection and 

decoding (BP-IDD). The symbol level mapping and frequency domain spread spectrum are achieved 

concurrently during the PDMA modulation and coding process [35]. 

 

 
Fig.28   PDMA Transmitter and Receiver Scheme for Uplink [35] 

 

PDMA based Transmitter Receiver system for Downlink: 

The base station performs data forward error correction channel coding for multiple users at the 

transmitting end of the downlink PDMA system, such as PDMA code modulation, PDMA subcarrier 

resource mapping, and OFDM modulation. Each user performs the opposite process at the receiving end 

of the downlink PDMA system, including OFDM demodulation and general SIC type detection, such as 

BP-IDD [35]. 
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Fig. 29 PDMA based transmitter and receiver scheme for Downlink [35] 

 

PDMA can be used in 5G scenarios such as eMBB, URLLC, and mMTC to improve spectrum efficiency, 

increase connections, and decrease latency [35]. 

 

5. Conclusion 

A condensed survey on multiple access techniques orthogonal and non-orthogonal is presented in this 

paper. Non-orthogonal multiple access schemes that can support all defined use cases are presented, and 

our research found that combining different schemes can support better in terms of spectrum efficiency, 

latency, and accommodating a greater number of users, which will be the focus of our future work. 
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